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ABSTRACT Observations of the interior structure of cells and subcellular organelles are important steps in unraveling organ-
elle functions. Microscopy using helium ions can play a major role in both surface and subcellular imaging because it can provide
subnanometer resolutions at the cell surface for slow helium ions, and fast helium ions can penetrate cells without a significant
loss of resolution. Slow (e.g., 10–50 keV) helium ion beams can now be focused to subnanometer dimensions (~0.25 nm), and
keV helium ion microscopy can be used to image the surfaces of cells at high resolutions. Because of the ease of neutralizing the
sample charge using a flood electron beam, surface charging effects are minimal and therefore cell surfaces can be imaged
without the need for a conducting metallic coating. Fast (MeV) helium ions maintain a straight path as they pass through
a cell. Along the ion trajectory, the helium ion undergoes multiple electron collisions, and for each collision a small amount of
energy is lost to the scattered electron. By measuring the total energy loss of each MeV helium ion as it passes through the
cell, we can construct an energy-loss image that is representative of the mass distribution of the cell. This work paves the
way to use ions for whole-cell investigations at nanometer resolutions through structural, elemental (via nuclear elastic backscat-
tering), and fluorescence (via ion induced fluorescence) imaging.
INTRODUCTION
For many years, subcellular components, such as meso-
scopic-scale structures buried deep inside a cell, were prac-
tically invisible to biologists because of the lack of
microscopy techniques with the ability to achieve nano-
meter resolution while maintaining high spatial resolution
through the entire depth of the cell. Recently developed
superresolution optical imaging techniques, including pho-
toactivated localization microscopy (1,2), stochastic optical
reconstruction microscopy (3,4), stimulated emission deple-
tion (5), and saturated structured-illumination microscopy
(6), have overcome the optical diffraction limit and trans-
formed the study of cellular ultrastructure with light micros-
copy. However, these methods are based on fluorescent
techniques, which often have stringent requirements that
greatly limit their application. As a result, electron micros-
copy is still the most widely used technique for high-resolu-
tion imaging of subcellular structure, and transmission
electron microscopy has already enabled scientists to image
thin sections of cells at subnanometer resolution (7,8).
However, as a result of the depth-profiling problems of elec-
tron microscopy, where multiple scattering is a fundamental
limitation to high resolution in thick samples, whole-cell
imaging is rarely carried out (8–10). Because it provides
deep penetration, x-ray microscopy can overcome this limit,
and several groups have obtained whole-cell soft-x-ray
structural images with a spatial resolution below 100 nm
(11–13). In addition, three-dimensional (3D) soft-x-ray
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tomography has been suggested as a complementary
approach to electron microscopy for observations of whole
cells, although it remains to be seen whether high-contrast
images can be achieved (14).
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample preparation

Human fetal liver cells (15) were seeded onto silicon nitride windows

(100 nm thick) at a density of 10,000 cells/cm2 and allowed to attach for

24 h before fixation in 4% formaldehyde. Samples were then dehydrated

through an ethanol gradient followed by critical point drying (16).
Helium ion microscopy: slow helium ions

The helium ion microscope (Orion; Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) is

based on a single atom field ion emission tip with high helium ion beam

brightness (B > 4 � 109 A/cm2.sr) and a very low ion energy spread

(<1 eV). Helium ion microscopy (HIM) utilizes electrostatic optics and

is capable of achieving subnanometer resolution at the sample surface for

helium ion energies of up to 50 keV. The imaging mechanism involves

the collection of secondary electrons from a small ionization volume at

the sample surface induced by the helium ions. Depending on the material

studied, several secondary electrons are generated for each incoming

helium ion. The HIM images shown in Fig. 4, a and d, were taken with

a 45 keV ion energy and a spatial resolution of ~5 nm. The images were

formed from the detection of induced secondary electrons and constructed

as a 2048 � 2048 pixel array.
HIM: fast helium ions

For imaging of cells with fast helium ions, we used the cell imaging beam-

line facility (17) at the Centre for Ion Beam Applications (Department of

Physics, National University of Singapore). The MeV helium ion beams
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were produced by a high-brightness High Voltage Engineering Europa Sin-

gletron ion accelerator, and focused with the use of a spaced triplet of

compact Oxford Microbeams OM52 magnetic quadrupole lenses. We

scanned the 1.2 MeV helium ion beam over the sample using electrostatic

deflection, and measured the energy-loss signal using a standard silicon

particle detector positioned behind the cell. The data were collected and

processed via the IONDAQ data acquisition system (17). We recorded

the transmission energy-loss images using list mode event-by-event data

acquisition, and constructed a 1024 � 1024 pixel array. For each pixel

the energies of exactly 15 ions were recorded, and the median energy of

these 15 ions was used to construct the final image, thereby reducing statis-

tical noise in the image. In the images depicted in Fig. 4, c and f, dark gray

represents the lowest median energy or highest energy loss, whereas light

gray represents the highest median energy and thus the lowest energy

loss. The median-energy data were also used in the mass plots (see

Fig. 4, d and g) in which the mass distribution is color-coded: the highest

mass, corresponding to the highest energy loss, is in white, whereas the

lowest mass, corresponding to the lowest energy loss, is colored dark

blue. We plotted the color-coded mass image as a 3D contour map using

the software package ImageJ.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To obtain high-resolution images of a cell with any scanning
beam microscope, one must be able to produce a sufficiently
small probe that can maintain its size as it penetrates the
cell, and measure signals emanating from a localized
compact region within the sample. In this work, we investi-
gated the use of helium ions as a suitable probe for eluci-
dating cell structure. Fig. 1 gives an indication of the
interaction of slow and fast helium ions with respect to
a cell.

For the case of an MeV ion beam, energy losses are due
mainly to multiple electron collisions, and while the energy
remains high, there is minimal scattering. Because MeV
ions pass through the cell, nuclear collisions are rare and
large-angle scattering is minimal. Therefore, images that
are formed by detecting the energy loss of transmitted
ions do not suffer any significant deterioration in spatial
resolution.

In the case of low-energy HIM, the ions do not have the
range to pass through the cell, resulting in large-angle scat-
tering within the cell. However, because images are formed
by detecting secondary electrons originating near the cell
surface, the surface image quality is not affected.
MeV helium ions 50keV helium ions

FIGURE 1 Paths of fast (e.g., ~MeV) and slow (e.g., ~50 keV) helium

ions through a cell of nominal thickness (1 mm). The ions initially travel

in straight lines, losing energy via multiple electron collisions. Toward

the end of the range, nuclear collisions and hence large-angle scattering

become predominant.
Because of the much smaller de Broglie wavelength, in
theory, helium ions can be focused to a much smaller size
than either electrons or x-rays. Slow (e.g., 10–50 keV)
helium ion beams can now be focused to subnanometer
dimensions (~0.25 nm), and can be used to image the
surface of samples by detecting induced secondary electrons
originating from a region localized near the surface (<1 nm
depth). In this energy range, HIM offers significant advan-
tages compared with electron microscopy for surface
imaging, because one can image insulating samples by
neutralizing the surface charge using a flood electron gun,
thereby eliminating the need for a conducting metallic
coating on the sample. Further, the shallow escape depth
of the low-energy secondary electrons makes the images
extremely surface-sensitive (18–20). The detection of back-
scattered ions can also be used for image formation, because
the backscattered energy is sensitive to the atomic number
(Z) of the target atom in the cell. Fast helium ions (e.g.,
1–2 MeV) can also be focused to nanodimensions, and
because of the increased energy and high mass of the helium
ion, this resolution is maintained during penetration of
whole cells.

Fig. 2 shows Monte Carlo simulations of fast helium ion
trajectories through organic material. If the nominal thick-
ness of a dehydrated cell is taken to be 1 mm, then MeV
ions can pass through the cell with most ions maintaining
a straight trajectory.

AtMeVenergies, only a smallminority of ions suffer large-
angle nuclear collisions. Monte Carlo simulations for 500 He
ions indicate that 1), for 1 MeV He ions passing through the
cell, 45% are containedwithin a radial distance of 5 nm of the
original beam axis, and 80% are contained within 10 nm; 2),
for 1.5 MeV He ions, 75% are contained within a radial
distance of 5 nm, and 93% are contained within 10 nm; and
3), for 2 MeV He ions, 83% are contained within a radial
distance of 5 nm, and 95% are contained within 10 nm. The
current state of the art for focusing MeV ions is 30 nm (21),
and these simulations indicate that this resolution does not
deteriorate significantly as the ions pass through the cell.

Fig. 3 a shows simulations for slow helium ions (50 keV)
indicating they do not have the range to pass through a cell
of nominal thickness 1 mm, and that their trajectories show
significant spreading within the cell (22). Slow helium ions
cause slight sputtering of the target material, and induced
backscattered secondary electrons are emitted from the
surface, which can subsequently be detected to create a
high-resolution image of the surface. The nuclear scattering
toward the end of the range results in a high degree of lateral
and longitudinal straggling, but this does not affect the
surface image quality.

In Fig. 3 we have also included, for comparison purposes,
the simulated trajectories of an electron beam (50 keV)
passing through the cell. In this case, there is a significant
broadening of trajectories as the incoming electrons interact
with atomic electrons in the sample. The scattering,
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FIGURE 2 Fast helium ion paths ((a) 1 MeV, (b) 1.5MeV, and (c) 2 MeV) through 1 mm of biological material calculated using the Monte Carlo simulation

code DEEP (21).
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estimated at >100 nm at the cell exit, precludes high-reso-
lution transmission electron microscopy on thick samples.

As an example of the imaging potential of microscopy
using helium ions, we imaged a human liver cell at two
different magnifications using both slow and fast helium
ions (Fig. 4).

TheHIM images in Fig. 4,a and e, were taken at 45 keVion
energy, and many surface features are apparent. Whether
these surface features are artifacts or part of the cell is
unknown. Images of the same cell obtained with fast helium
ions (1.2MeV)were also acquired at the cell imaging facility
(21) of the Centre for Ion BeamApplications (Department of
Physics, National University of Singapore). The images de-
picted in Fig. 4, b, c, and f, are transmission images based
on the energy loss of 1.2 MeV helium ions passing through
the cell (see Materials and Methods section). These images
Biophysical Journal 101(7) 1788–1793
quite clearly show both surface and internal features,
including filamentary structures assumed to be part of the
cytoskeleton. Of interest, not all of the surface features
shown in the surface images appear with high contrast in
the transmission image (see, for example, features marked
with arrows in Fig. 4, a–c, e, and f). We assume that in these
cases the surface structures are hollow and therefore have
lower contrast in the transmission images as compared with
the surface images. As expected, however, the nucleus,
nucleoli, and various internal structures around the nucleus,
which are not seen in the surface image, are observed in the
transmission image with high contrast and edge sharpness.
The helium ion images in Fig. 4 indicate the complementary
nature of imaging using slow and fast helium ions.

Further information can be extracted from the transmis-
sion energy-loss data. As the fast helium ions pass through



FIGURE 3 (a) Slow helium ion paths through biological material calculated using the simulation package SRIM (19). In this case, the range for 50 keV

helium ions through 1 mm of biological material is ~600 nm, which is insufficient to pass through a cell of nominal thickness 1 mm. (b) As a comparison, we

also used DEEP to simulate the paths of 50 keV electrons through 1 mm of biological material. The energy loss mechanism in this case is mainly electron/

electron collisions, resulting in significant large-angle scattering. Note that the lateral dimensions of both plots are 10 times that of Fig. 2, a–c.
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the cell, each ion undergoes multiple collisions with atomic
electrons, and at each collision the ion loses a small amount
of energy. The link between mass and energy loss can be ob-
tained from the stopping power of the ion in traversing the
cell, which can be extracted from known tabulated data.
For example, a 1.2 MeV ion passing through a A-150
tissue-equivalent plastic has a stopping power of
2218 MeV cm2/g (23). By measuring the energy loss of
each ion at each position in the cell, we can obtain an image
that represents the mass distribution within the cell. For
example, for the case in which a 1.2 MeV helium ion has
lost half of its energy (600 keV) in passing through a cell,
the ion will have traversed a calculated tissue-equivalent
mass areal density of 2.75 attograms (ag)/nm2. The images
in Fig. 4, d and g, represent the mass distribution of the
cell, and indicate the high-density difference between the
cytoplasm and the nucleus. There is a similar difference in
density between the nucleus and the nucleoli. If we assume
that we can measure the transmitted a particle beam energy
to within 6 keV, which represents the state-of-the-art perfor-
mance of a silicon particle detector positioned directly
behind the cell, then for a 1.2MeV a particle passing through
a cell, the mass/unit area resolution is 0.0275 ag/nm2. This
represents an extremely high-contrast mechanism for struc-
tural imaging.
FUTURE PROSPECTS

HIM at keV and MeV energies has a high potential for
imaging surface and internal structures in whole cells at
resolutions that are not attainable with other techniques.
HIM at keV energies uses a high brightness field emission
ion source that enables resolutions of 0.25 nm to be
achieved. By increasing the beam energy to 100 keV in
the same column, we may be able to achieve a spatial reso-
lution approaching 0.1 nm. The prototype fast helium
microscope operating at MeVenergies uses a low-brightness
RF ion source, and as such the spatial resolutions are
currently limited to ~30 nm. Work is currently in progress
to improve the spatial resolutions of MeV HIM to the nano-
meter level by increasing the ion source brightness, and this
will enable structural imaging of whole cells at nanometer
dimensions. By taking several images at varying angles,
we will be able to obtain 3D tomographic images at nano-
meter resolutions because of the increased depth of focus
of the ion beams. Further, calculations have indicated that
for MeV helium ions the lateral energy density distribution,
which is mainly caused by low-energy secondary electron
production, is extremely compact and extends only
5–10 nm from the beam axis (24). This compact secondary
electron profile creates a localized ionization volume that in
turn will excite fluorescence. Because any induced fluores-
cence created by an ion passing through the cell can be
measured by a close-proximity single-photon detector, and
the energy loss of each MeV ion passing through the cell
can be measured separately by a silicon particle detector
positioned behind the cell, simultaneous ultrastructural
and fluorescence imaging is feasible. Work is in progress
to test simultaneous ultrastructure and fluorescence imaging
using transmitted MeV ions (including MeV protons as well
as helium ions).

3D fluorescence imaging coupled with simultaneous
structural imaging (including quantitative mass profiling)
at resolutions <5 nm is a feasible and exciting goal. Ion
Biophysical Journal 101(7) 1788–1793



FIGURE 4 (a) HIM secondary electron image of a human liver cell,

showing surface features. Helium ion energy ¼ 45 keV. (b) Helium ion

transmission energy-loss images of the same cell, showing structural

features common to the surface as well as structural features from

within the cell. Helium ion energy ¼ 1.2 MeV. (c) Same image as in

b, this time using grayscale to enhance the 3D aspect of the cell. Fila-

mentary structures within the cell, as well as the nucleus, can be

observed. (d) Mass image showing a 3D plot of the mass distribution

(in units ag/nm2): [1 ag ¼ 10�18 gm]. Helium ion energy ¼
1.2 MeV. The arrows in a–c correspond to a surface feature that has

high contrast in the surface image but exhibits a low-contrast circular

structure in the transmission image, implying a hollow structure.

(e–g) Higher-magnification images from the region of the cell contain-

ing the nucleus. The arrows in e and f correspond to a surface feature

that has high contrast in the surface image but has a ring-like structure

in the transmission image, once again implying a hollow structure.

Biophysical Journal 101(7) 1788–1793
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beam bioimaging represents a clear paradigm shift with
respect to electron beam imaging and may offer substantial
benefits arising from the heavier mass of the helium ions
compared with electrons.

This study was supported by the Singapore Bioimaging Consortium,

ASTAR grant number SBIC RP C-013/2007.
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